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( Four )

Which Man's Land?
Conflict and Competition in Pequot Country
Two conflicts that surfaced with explosive force in New England in 1637 reverberated with particular impact on Winthrop's new plantation in the mid1640s. For more than a decade, the success or failure of the alchemical project
hinged on how the issues raised by these earlier events would be resolved. The
first of these conflicts, the Pequot War of 1637, had reduced the once powerful Pequot nation to servile status and exacerbated already strained Indian relations in the former Pequot territory. At the same time, the war had created
competing claims to the former Pequot lands between the English colonies
of Connecticut and Massachusetts as well as among their Indian allies, all of
whom had played a part in the Pequots' overthrow. The decision of John Winthrop, Jr., to establish his new plantation in the heart of the former Pequot
country heightened the tensions produced by destabilized Indian relations and
intracolonial English competition, as various protagonists, including Winthrop
sought to manipulate events to achieve the greatest advantage.
The second conflict of 1637, the antinomian, or free grace, controversy surrounding Anne Hutchinson and her followers, left in its wake still-unresolved
questions about the limits of acceptable Puritan practice in New England.
These questions would, for a time, come to focus on ecumenically inclusive
practitioners of alchemy like Winthrop, whose tolerance for religious diversity
raised substantial concerns among some Puritan leaders about the potential
ecclesiological consequences of establishing an alchemically focused research
center. Immigration laws had been tightened during the Hutchinsonian free
grace crisis to exclude from residence in Massachusetts anyone whose religious beliefs were thought in conflict with the emerging Independent orthodoxy. Alchemists such as Winthrop, despite his personal adherence to the
New England way, readily associated with and in fact eagerly recruited natural
philosophers representing a broad range of confessional beliefs. Their potential presence in New England, even—or perhaps especially—in a remote area
such as Winthrop's new plantation, caused some Puritans great concern. This
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was especially true after Winthrop's associate Robert Child confronted Massachusetts's limited religious tolerance head-on, presenting a remonstrance to
the General Court demanding that Bay officials loosen their restrictive church
membership and political enfranchisement policies. In the wake of Child's
remonstrance in Massachusetts, just as Winthrop's plantation was starting up,
Connecticut's wariness ofWinthrop's settlement increased, and its willingness
to support his plantation, even against incursions from the English settlers' Indian opponents, was limited. Massachusetts, too, cracked down on at least some
of the alchemists in its colony, intimidating them to the point that they left the
country. While the backlash against alchemy in New England was short-lived,
its timing was significant and dampened the ambitions of the New London
plantation.
The backlash also negatively affected relations between John Winthrop,
Sr., governor of Massachusetts, and his son and namesake. In principle, the elder Winthrop supported his son's alchemical practices and his new plantation
scheme. The younger Winthrop had built a chemical furnace at his father's
house in Boston, which he presumably made use of during visits to Boston,
for he stored both chemicals and alchemical texts there. Furthermore, the
grants the younger Winthrop had secured from Massachusetts allowing him
to establish the plantation in the contested former Pequot territory were obtained while the elder Winthrop was a Massachusetts magistrate, and presumably with his support. On close inspection, though, it is clear that the father
had misgivings about the spiritual rectitude of his son's pansophic undertaking
and even greater concerns about the strategy his son followed in his relations
with the Pequot Indians. The result was, if not a breach between father and
son over the project, a very clear expression of disagreements.
Understanding how the residual tensions from the free grace controversy
and the ownership of the contested Pequot lands affected the early days of
Winthrop's plantation helps us better contextualize alchemy's status in early
New England. Because of the benefits it could provide—in medicine, mining, agriculture, and industrial processing—many New Englanders valued alchemical practitioners and welcomed them into their communities. Yet alchemists who too openly embraced ecumenical religious perspectives or who
seemed to flirt with unacceptable magical arts could come under critical and
sometimes harsh scrutiny. At the New London plantation, critical scrutiny of
the project preceded its later valued acceptance and made the younger Winthrop's difficult task of founding an alchemical settlement in the wilderness
even harder.
At the end of the Pequot War in 1637, all parties to the victory hungered for
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the spoils of war. These included not only the former Pequot lands—an extensive region along the Long Island Sound extending up the western bank
of the Pequot (now Thames) River watershed to the palisaded Mohegan settlement at Shantok (see Map 1)—but control over the surviving Pequots as
well. While Pequot warriors known to have fought against the English were
executed (bounties were paid to Indian allies for bringing English authorities
Pequot warriors' heads and hands), noncombatants were distributed among
the victors as servants or tributaries. Connecticut and Massachusetts leaders
took as many as three hundred Pequots as servants into their households, but
what these expansion-minded colonies wanted most was access to and control
of the former Pequot lands. The Mohegans and Narragansetts, who had allied
with the English, were also interested in the former Pequot lands, particularly
in the hunting rights to them, but were even more interested in the human
spoils. The Narragansetts had suffered from a severe epidemic of smallpox in
1633 and saw absorbing former Pequot members into their tribe as an opportunity to offset some of their recent population decline. For the Mohegan
Uncas, who had been a sachem of relatively limited power before the war,
subjugating and exacting tribute from the former Pequots was part of an aggressive plan to increase Mohegan authority within the region. Some surviving Pequots, too—despite a declaration by Connecticut in the 1638 Treaty of
Hartford that their existence as a tribe should be eradicated in both name and
in fact—sought vigorously to retain a hand in their own destiny. An untold
number of former Pequot warriors who had avoided capture were quietly
welcomed into the villages of their former Indian opponents (in which they
often had relatives); other Pequot survivors sought to stay together in remote
places under the protection of their own sachems. Michael Leroy Oberg has
described the result of this confused mix of postwar agendas and survival
strategies: "'Mohegan' and 'Narragansett' villagers were not always what they
seemed. Indians who had been Pequots could be Mohegans, Narragansetts, or
Niantics while remaining Pequots." 1
This fluidity of identity and allegiance made postwar intercultural relations
in the region particularly difficult, and always potentially dangerous. It also
made forging intercultural alliances essential. "No one of the participants,"
Oberg notes, "could unilaterally determine the nature of the relationships
that developed." Here, I describe as succinctly as possible the situation on the
I.Andrew Lipman,'"A Meanes to KnittThem Togeather':The Exchange of Body Parts in the
Pequot War," William and Mary Quarterly, 3d Ser., LXV (2008), 3-28; Michael L. Fickes, '"They
Could Not Endure That Yoke': The Captivity of Pequot Women and Children after the War of
1637," New England Quarterly, LXXIII (2000), 58-81, esp. 61; Michael Leroy Oberg, Uncas:First of
the Mohegans (Ithaca, N.Y., 2003), 87.
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Map 1 .The New England World of John Winthrop,Jr. Drawn by William F. Keegan

ground as Winthrop arrived to lay out his proposed colony in 1645 and how
it affected both his reception and the events that followed.2
2. Oberg, Uncas, 87. The Niantics were another regional tribe, often, but not always, subject
to Narragansett control. In addition to Oberg, see Neal Salisbury, Manitou and Providence: Indians,
Europeans, and the Making of New England, 1500—1643 (New York, 1982); Francis Jennings, The
Invasion of America: Indians, Colonialism, and the Cant of Conquest (Chapel Hill, N.C., 1975); Alden TVaughan, New England Frontier: Puritans and Indians, 1620—1675 (Boston, 1965);Jenny Hale
Pulsipher, Subjects unto the Same King: Indians, English, and the Contest for Authority in Colonial New
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When Winthrop came with the Reverend Thomas Peters of Saybrook to do
the initial groundwork for his new harbor plantation in the summer of 1645,
whether the former Pequot territory belonged to Massachusetts or to Connecticut was still in dispute among the English. Both colonies had claimed the
former Pequot territory by right of conquest, and both had sought recognition of their land claims from their former Indian allies, who were competing
among themselves to assume regional dominance. Each colony had established
England (Philadelphia, 2005). The notes and editorial comments on the situation in Glen W. LaFantasie, ed., The Correspondence of Roger Williams (Providence, R.I., 1988), are particularly useful.
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separate postwar treaties with the Mohegans and Narragansetts, the primary
native allies of the English in the war. At the risk of oversimplifying, it may
be said that Massachusetts was allied with the Narragansetts while Connecticut supported Uncas's efforts to build the Mohegans into a strong regional
power. The Narragansetts acknowledged Massachusetts^ rights to the former
Pequot lands in 1638;Uncas deeded all his tribe's lands—except for those on
which his people currently resided or that they had under cultivation—over
to Connecticut in 1640, promising not to let any English settle there without
Connecticut's prior permission. While each English colony pursued its own
particular interests in its relations with native peoples, both demonstrated to
the Indians that, despite their intercolonial competition, they would come together as they had in the Pequot War to counter future violence. All actors in
the region, however, understood that the two colonies had distinctly separate
and competing interests regarding the former Pequot lands.3
As the two English colonies vied to solidify their land claims, conflicts
among native groups competing to assume the Pequots' former regional hegemony increasingly dictated events. Uncas, under the protection of Connecticut, used strategic marriages, coercion of former Pequot tributaries, and the
covert practice of giving former Pequot warriors sanctuary to rapidly build
the Mohegans into a substantial regional power.
As Uncas prospered, Narragansett resentment against him and the English
who protected him smoldered. The Narragansett sachem Miantonomi, who
had always seen Uncas as an upstart and minor player in the region, came to
fiercely resent what he believed was the unfair favoritism consistently shown
Uncas by the English, especially in any matter involving disputes between the
Mohegans and Narragansetts. Despite his early alliance with Massachusetts,
he ultimately became convinced that he could no longer get fair treatment
in either Boston or Hartford, and by 1641 Miantonomi was trying to foment
a pan-Indian regionwide anti-English uprising. The postwar NarragansettMassachusetts alliance rapidly degenerated while Uncas's stock among the
English leaders in both colonies increased.
From the standpoint of his relations with Massachusetts and Connecticut,
3.The September 21,1638, Treaty of Hartford, often presented as the treaty concluding the war,
was only a unilateral treaty between Connecticut and the indigenous participants; Massachusett
Bay authorities were not party to the agreement, and the terms of the treaty favored Connecticut;
see LaFantasie, ed., Correspondence of Roger Williams, 1,187,194,197,198,200,207,226; Pulsipher,
Subjects unto the Same King, 22—23.Winthrop was clearly displeased that Connecticut had tried to
undermine the Narragansetts' alliance with the Bay Colony in the Treaty of Hartford. Pulsipher,
Subjects unto the Same King, 23—24; Henry A. Baker, History of Montville, Connecticut, Formerly the
North Parish of New Londonjrom 1640-1896 (Hartford, Conn., 1896), 11; Oberg, Uncas, 72-86,
89—90; LaFantasie, ed., Correspondence of Roger Williams, 1,177—178 n. 5.
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the one English leader Miantonomi consistently trusted turned out to be an
unfortunate choice. Roger Williams had been banished from Massachusetts
before the outbreak of the free grace controversy because of, among other
things, his advocacy of complete separation between church and state and his
rejection of the king's right to dispose of Indians' lands as he had done in the
Massachusetts charter. Williams had established the Providence plantation in
Narragansett country, which soon became a refuge for exiles from the free
grace controversy. There he had also become an ally to Miantonomi and defender of the rights of the Narragansetts. He had accompanied Miantonomi to
Hartford as his trusted translator at the 1638 meetings leading to the Treaty of
Hartford, but he was prevented from entering Massachusetts in the same capacity in 1640 during critical negotiations between that colony and the Narragansett sachem. Williams wrote of his service to the tribe:"! was here their
Councellour and Secretary in all their Wars with Pequits Monhiggins Long
Ilanders Wompanoogse. . . . I never denyed them ought they desired of me."
Williams's readiness to come to the aid of Miantonomi's tribe was particularly
disturbing to Massachusetts, for it suggested the possibility of growing anarchy
in the wilderness through a dangerous and unwelcome alliance between radical English exiles and potentially hostile and powerful native groups.4
The English responded to Miantonomi's effort to foment collective Indian resistance by forming an intercolonial confederation for coordinated defense, an extralegal alliance among Connecticut, New Haven, Plymouth, and
the Massachusetts Bay colonies called the United Colonies of New England,
deliberately excluding Roger Willams and the English of Rhode Island. The
formation of the confederation was timely, for by August 1643, when the first
meeting of the commissioners for the United Colonies was held, the Mohegans and Narragansetts were at war, and Uncas had taken Miantonomi captive
in battle. Uncas, having received a letter he might have believed was from the
Massachusetts authorities ordering him to release Miantonomi, had turned
both the Narragansett sachem and the decision regarding his fate over to the
authorities in Hartford, who in turn passed the baton to the commissioners.
Seeing an opportunity to end the increasing threat posed by Miantonomi
without having to take direct action against him, the commissioners instructed
Uncas to kill the Narragansett sachem, but not at Hartford. Connecticut soldier observers accompanied Uncas's Mohegans as they marched Miantonomi

4. Roger Williams to Assembly of Commissioners, Nov. 17,1777, in LaFantasie, ed., Conespondeme of Roger Williams, II, 748-755, esp. 752, and 1,75,182-289, 202-206, II, 620-621 n. 7.
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back to Mohegan country and watched as Uncas's brother Wawequa clubbed
the hated rival to death. 5
If the English hoped eliminating Miantonomi would end intratribal conflict in the region, they were most mistaken. The Narragansetts' outrage over
their leader's execution was exacerbated by the fact that, before killing him,
Uncas had apparently accepted a sizable ransom payment from them for Miantonomi's release. Pessicus, Miantonomi's youthful successor, desperately
wanted revenge. Seeking, perhaps, to exploit the differences he still perceived
between Massachusetts and Connecticut as a result of their competing claims
to the Pequot lands, Pessicus sent wampum as a peace offering to Boston
along with a request that the Bay colonists not interfere with the efforts he
intended to make to avenge Miantonomi's death. He made no such request of
Connecticut, presumably because he believed they were more closely tied to
the Mohegan leader. On this matter, however, Massachusetts and Connecticut
were in agreement. Uncas, having executed the United Colonies' first official
intercultural act, must be protected.
Although Massachusetts explicitly ordered them not to seek retribution,
the Narragansetts dispatched a war party in June 1644 that attacked an outlying Mohegan village, killing six men and five women. Uncas, having been
promised at the time he killed Miantonomi that the English would defend
him against any Indian effort to seek revenge, immediately appealed to the
commissioners for aid. In response, the United Colonies sent agents to warn
the Narragansetts that, if they attacked Uncas again, they risked war with both
the English and Mohegans. Undeterred, the Narragansetts recruited allies fro
neighboring tribes during the fall and winter of 1644—1645, many of whom
also looked with alarm at the growing power of Uncas and his tribe and prepared to launch a spring offensive against their now-beleaguered Mohegan
enemy.
It is a sign of the intensity of Winthrop's commitment to the alchemical
plantation and to the lure of the silver-mining scheme he envisioned that he
decided, despite the volatile atmosphere and almost certain threat of intratribal
warfare, to come to the heart of the Pequot region in the spring of 1645 to
begin laying out the future New London. It is also an indication of Massa5. Harry M. Ward, The United Colonies of New England, 1643-90 (New York, 1961). The letter
demanding Miantonomi's release actually came from a group of religious radicals in Rhode Island
associated with Samuel Gorton, who was then very much at odds with Massachusetts. Gorton
might have implied to Uncas that he was acting under Massachusetts's authority. Richard S. Dunn,
James Savage, and Laetitia Yeandle, eds., The Journal of John Winthrop (Cambridge, Mass., 1996),
471; Oberg, Uncas, 91-107.
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chusetts's growing concern over its weakening ability to make good its claims
to Pequot lands by right of conquest. The ascendance of Uncas, whose loyalties seemed ever more tightly bound to the authorities in Connecticut, stood
in sharp contrast to Massachusetts's broken alliance with the Narragansetts. It
was clear that Massachusetts no longer could count on them as an Indian all
or on their support for Bay Colony efforts to become the dominant English
presence in the Pequot region. Recognizing that having Massachusetts colonists on the ground could prove decisive in asserting territorial rights, the
Massachusetts General Court approved on June 28,1644—the very same day
it was received—Winthrop's petition to "make a plantation in the said Pequott
Country." Bay authorities also tried to force a resolution of the disputed land
claims by asking the United Colonies commissioners to decide once and for
all, at their meeting in September of 1644, which English colony was entitled
to claim jurisdiction over the former Pequot lands. Had the vote been taken
then, it seems likely it would have gone in Massachusetts's favor. At least that
is what events subsequent to Massachusetts's request imply.6
When the September meeting arrived, the request to take up the issue of
the disputed lands was blocked by United Colonies commissioner George
Fenwick of Saybrook, who claimed that Pequot harbor and the adjacent lands
were, not spoils of war at all, but part of the original Warwick patent under
which the Saybrook plantation had been founded at the mouth of the Connecticut River in 1635.
This was disturbing news for Massachusetts. Should Fenwick's assertion b
proved true, the Warwick patent claim would precede and therefore supersede
any claim to ownership of the Pequot lands by right of conquest. Fenwick
asked the commissioners to defer disposition of the lands in question until the
Saybrook proprietors in England had been notified, which the commission
agreed to do. As it turned out, however, Fenwick's action was performed not
so much on the Saybrook proprietors'behalf as on Connecticut's, for, within
three months of the meeting at which action on the Pequot lands was tabled,
Fenwick sold Connecticut the fort and lands at Saybrook and all the proprietors' patent rights, a move that ultimately helped assure that jurisdiction over
the Pequot lands would go to the river colony. 7
Fenwick's surprise move might have instigated Winthrop's decision to
hurry and lay out his plantation in early 1645 despite the looming threat of
6. Samuel Eliot Morison et al., eds., Winthrop Papers (Boston, 1929—), IV, 466 (hereafter cited as
Winthrop Papers).
7. David Pulsifer, ed., Acts of the Commissioners of the United Colonies of New England (Boston,
1859), vols. IX-X of Nathaniel B. Shurtleff and David Pulsifer, eds., Records of the Colony of New
Plymouth in New England, 1,19.
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hostilities. It is perhaps also significant to note that the companion to help
him lay out the plantation was the Reverend Thomas Peters, who was then
the minister at Saybrook but apparently ready to cast his lot, not with Fenwick
and Connecticut, but with Winthrop and the new plantation. Not surprisingly, Winthrop's sudden arrival in the Pequot region—having given no prior
notice of his intentions to the authorities in Hartford—strongly influenced
how the Connecticut authorities subsequently interpreted and reacted to his
presence there.
Winthrop claimed publicly to be indifferent whether his new plantation
fell under the jurisdictional control of Connecticut or Massachusetts, instead
presenting himself as a stabilizing presence come to pour English oil on the
troubled waters of regional intratribal conflict. Nevertheless, Connecticut authorities, upon his arrival and for a long time thereafter, viewed him with suspicion, as an interloper from the Bay Colony who intended to secure by occupation land that was not his by right. Even after the United Colonies finally
granted Connecticut formal jurisdiction over the Pequot region in 1646, the
colony's leaders remained suspicious and continued to view Winthrop's undertaking with thinly veiled hostility for several years.8
Winthrop's ties to Massachusetts were not the only source of concern Connecticut authorities had regarding the new plantation. Connecticut leaders,
and Uncas, too, were at first surprised and, later, infuriated by the approach
Winthrop followed at this new plantation in regard to the settlement's relations with Indians.
Winthrop believed from the start that the success of his prospective alchemical plantation scheme would hinge on the silver-bearing lead mine project,
whose effective operation would itself be contingent on many factors. For the
mining project to succeed, Winthrop had to establish a second plantation a
the lead mine site that would support the mining operations. He also had to
mine sufficient ore to make commercial shipment possible, and he simultaneously had to establish good relations with a number of indigenous groups
whose support of, or at least acquiescence to, the project would be crucial.Th
mine site was deep in the interior of Massachusetts; transporting the ore to
where it could be shipped to England for processing and sale posed a very formidable challenge. Fortunately for Winthrop, and not coincidentally the mine
site was situated along the same riverine watershed that flowed into the Long
Island Sound at the site he had chosen for his New London. Although transporting the ore via this water route would require at least one portage, it was
8. Ibid., 1,79.
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by far the best of all possible transportation routes. The rivers flowed, however,
through lands settled by several tribes; successful transportation would require
the consent of a number of native groups. These included the Nipmucks, who
occupied the lands surrounding the mine site and along the northern Pequot
river watershed; the Mohegans, who occupied the central Pequot river lands
and who resided just north of Winthrop's new plantation; the Niantics and
Narragansetts, who lived east of the new harbor plantation; and a surviving
group of perhaps as many as five hundred Pequots, ostensibly tributaries of
Uncas,who had, since the end ofthe 1637 war, regrouped at the mouth of the
Pequot River harbor in an effort to retain their tribal integrity (see Map 1).
Given the intertribal conflict that had characterized postwar Indian relations and their exacerbation by the death of Miantonomi, it took an Englishman with supreme confidence in his ability to interact with Indians to believe
he could form alliances with and pacify all these competing factions. Winthrop
not only had that kind of confidence; he had a reputation for relating to and
with Indians that suggested he just might be able to pull it off. Not only was
he considered an unusually effective Indian negotiator, but he also arrived in
the Pequot territory with a unique intercultural advantage—a special relationship with Robin Cassacinamon, the sachem ofthe five hundred or so Pequots
living at Nameaug, the Indian town along the harbor's edge, who could supply
an in-depth understanding ofthe local intertribal political landscape.
It has been argued that, after the Pequot War, English authorities abandoned
their previous policy of winning acceptance from native groups through
adopting native patterns of cultural communication and negotiation, insisting
instead that native people subordinate themselves to English cultural practices
and accept political domination. Winthrop chose otherwise. Long known as
an Englishman especially capable of interacting effectively with native people,
yet sharing his contemporaries' cultural attitudes regarding the unquestionable superiority of all things English, Winthrop based his strategy for establishing authority among Indians on an assumption that he had to understand
Indian power dynamics, not vice versa, and represent his claims to leadership
within the terms ofthe indigenous culture. The source of this attitude came, at
least in part, from his English alchemical partner Edward Howes, who helped
shape Winthrop's attitudes toward America's Indians and who was the first to
call Winthrop the Sagamore of Agawam, reflecting the approach to the natives that he had recommended Winthrop follow with local Indians when he
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had founded the town ofAgawam (later Ipswich, Massachusetts) in the 1630s.
"Sagamore" was an Indian term for the political leader of a tribe.9
Howes viewed Indians, not adversarially, but as inferior allies, whose allegiance must be earned rather than commanded. Writing of one Indian leader,
he toldWinthrop,"! conceive it were very good, to bestowe respect and honor
unto such as he ... it is a rule in warre, to aime to surprise and captivate the
greate ones, and the lesse will soone come under, soe winn the hartes of the
Sachems and you win all." Howes advised Winthrop to work within existing native social and political hierarchies and to gain allegiance through amity, beneficence, and the display of cross-cultural esteem. Through witnessing
Winthrop's demonstration of friendliness and largesse to native leaders, Howes
argued, the common people among the Indians would come to naturally yield
him respect and deference. "The more love and respect you shewe to the Sagamores and Sachems the more love and feare shall you gaine from the common
natives."10
Howes also believed in intercultural proximity as a means to acquire information about the environment, gain access to resources, and help accelerate
the assimilation of Indians to English ways. He assumed that Winthrop might
take Indian servants into his household (which Winthrop did) and sent him a
grammar he considered especially useful for teaching the Indians English. The
grammar, "of such a rare method that it is admirable to conceive," came into
Howes's hands, he noted,by a special providence."! hope for the good of N:E:
and the speedy bringinge of English and Indians to the perfect understandinge of our tongue and writinge truly." Howes had also acquired a"booke of
Characters, grounded upon infallible rules of Syntax and Rhetorick," which
he promised to send portions of to Winthrop for a trial among the Indians.
These books were probably composed by Thomas Harriot, the alchemist and
natural philosopher who had participated in the Roanoke settlement and who
had "created an unprecedented way of recording unfamiliar languages for use
in America." 11
Howes not only advised Winthrop to bring Indians into his household; he
recommended that Winthrop settle among the Indians and rely on their experience for selecting plantation sites. "Learne by reports and your owne observations where (on that River) the natives have lived longest and healthfullest
9. On changing attitudes to cultural interaction with native groups, see Pulsipher, Subjects unto
the Same King, 25,35—36.
10. Edward Howes to John Winthrop, Jr., Mar. 26,1632, Winthrop Papers, 111,73-75, esp. 74.
11. Ibid-June 22,1633,131-133, Apr. 20,1632,76-77; Karen Ordahl Kupperman, Indians and
English: Facing off in Early America (Ithaca, N.Y., 2000), 80-82.
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and in greatest aboundance, though it be 50, 60, or 70 or more miles up in
the land
Gett theire good will; if possible you can to sitt downe with them
or by them." Howes urged Winthrop to "be as neere [to the Indians] as may
be, soe it be a place comodious for trade and husbandrie, and not easilie surprized by an enimie."Those measures would not only lead to future prosperity,
Howes believed; they would also hasten the Indians' conversion. With God's
help Winthrop would "lay a foundation for a Cittie of Peace, to the honor of
his great name; in your religious cohabiting together." 12
Such views about living in proximity to native people and building a peaceful society through "religious cohabiting together," especially when adopted
and implemented by New England's leading natural philosopher, complicate
arguments that English colonists and natural philosophers were busy during
this period recasting Indians as physically and technologically inferior. Joyce
Chaplin has argued that, during the same period that Winthrop was settling
New London, New England's Puritans developed a science-based aversion to
physical proximity to Indians, based on an epidemics-generated belief that Indians' bodies were physically inferior to English bodies. Although "trade and
evangelization might require some amicable contact," Chaplin asserts, it definitely did not mean "setting up house with the Indians."13
But setting up house with the Indians was exactly what Winthrop did, and
nothing in his writings suggests he had, or ever developed, a view of native
people as physically inferior or potentially contaminating. Not only did he lay
out his new harbor plantation immediately adjacent to the five hundred residents of the Pequot town called Nameaug; he sought from the beginning to
incorporate native groups into his pansophic development program, some as
active participants, others as passive supporters. Moreover, Winthrop's decision
of where to settle his new town, his efforts to secure the mine site from its
indigenous owners, and his understanding of how to approach intertribal relations in the region were all arrived at in consultation with and with reliance
upon the Pequot sachem Robin Cassacinamon, whom Winthrop not only
respected but to whom he developed a relentless loyalty that severely strained
his relations with many Englishmen, including his own father.
Like the Mohegan chief Uncas, Robin Cassacinamon was a leader espe12. Edward Howes to John Winthrop,Jr.,Aug.4,1636, Winthrop Papers, 111,290-293.
13. Joyce E. Chaplin argues that Indians' disastrous susceptability to contact period epidemics
led the English to see them as physically inferior. Working outward from Indians' inferior bodies,
colonists also recast native technologies, medical practices, and other knowledge-based enterprises
as equally inferior, in a process that ultimately led to a kind of early modern scientific protoracism.
Subject Matter: Technology, the Body, and Science on the Anglo-American Frontier, 1500—1676 (Cambridge, Mass., 2001), 180,187.
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dally skilled in both intertribal and intercultural relations. Like Uncas, Cassacinamon understood the strategic value of developing a special relationship
with a well-placed English patron and using that relationship to advance the
interests of his people. Uncas had closely aligned himself with the English of
Connecticut and the Connecticut military leader John Mason; Cassacinamon
aligned himself with the claims of Massachusetts and, more particularly, with
Winthrop.The alliance with Winthrop, which endured the fiercest opposition
from outside forces both English and Indian, was crucial not only to the success ofWinthrop's plantation but also to the survival of the Pequot people as
a distinct tribe. 14
Cassacinamon first appears in colonial records after the Pequot War, where
he is identified as a tributary of the sachem Uncas; he had not been identified as a tribal sachem or a warrior during the Pequot War (if he had been, he
would have been executed) and was one of the surviving noncombatant Pequots placed in servitude to Uncas as part of the dispersal of the vanquished
tribe. Cassacinamon must have come from a leadership lineage, though, as he
was the sole Pequot among a group often Indian men sent to Boston by Uncas to secure the release of a female Pequot servant from Massachusetts governor John Winthrop, Sr. Uncas wanted to marry this woman, who had presumably been "given" to the Massachusetts governor as a spoil of the recent
war, as part of his process of strengthening Mohegan tribal authority through
strategic marriages. Uncas instructed Cassacinamon's party to offer Governor Winthrop ten fathoms (sixty feet) of wampum as compensation for the
woman. According to the Rhode Island leader Roger Williams, who heard
the story from an Indian informant, Uncas also instructed Cassacinamon that,
in case Winthrop declined the offer, he was to attach himself to the Winthrop
household and stay there until he arranged for the woman to escape. This is
apparently exactly what Cassacinamon did; the woman did escape, and he
was rewarded by Uncas with the ten fathoms of wampum that Winthrop had
turned down. 15
These would seem to be rather inauspicious circumstances with which to
mark the beginning of a supposedly close intercultural relationship, and yet
somehow this incident of intercultural deception led to the formation of a
partnership between Cassacinamon and the younger Winthrop of significant
future consequence. Over the next eight years (the records are silent on how it
14. Kevin A. McBride, "The Legacy of Robin Cassacinamon: Mashantucket Pequot Leadership in the Historic Period," in Robert Steven Grumet, ed., Northeastern Indian Lives, 1632—1816
(Amherst.Mass., 1996), 74-92.
15. Roger Williams to John Winthropjuly 23,1638, in LaFantasie, ed., Correspondence of Roger
Williams, 1,168-169.
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Figure 5. American Indian (formerly identified as Ninigret II). Oil on canvas
by Charles Osgood after portrait by unknown artist (circa 1681). 1837—1838.
Courtesy of the Massachusetts Historical Society
It has been suggested the subject is a Pequot sachem.
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came about) Cassacinamon managed both to serve simultaneously as a servant
in Governor Winthrop's household and to acquire (or retain) sachem status
among the five hundred or so Pequots gathered together at Nameaug, a site
along the Pequot River harbor. During this same period, he and the younger
Winthrop came both to trust each other and to see each other as indispensable allies in achieving their individual goals. Cassacinamon became an adviser
to Winthrop about Indian relations in the Pequot region and was undoubtedly, probably much more than Winthrop's English confidant Edward Howes,
instrumental in Winthrop's decision to locate his new plantation virtually
among the wigwams of the Nameaug Pequot community. Cassacinamon also
became a facilitator for Winthrop in handling critical intercultural relations.
In return for Cassacinamon's help in achieving goals among the region's Indians, Winthrop became the Pequots' strongest and sometimes only supporter
among the English, with a persistence that ultimately helped them overcome
the provisions of the Treaty of Hartford calling for the tribe's cultural and political eradication. 16
Winthrop understood THAT, for his plantation projects to succeed, he
needed to establish authority among the numerous competing indigenous
groups in the region. He also understood that the often-conflicting policies of
Massachusetts and Connecticut had created confusion among many Indians as
to where the locus of English power resided. With that in mind, and consistent
with his understanding that he should claim leadership in terms readily understandable within Algonquian culture,Winthrop attempted, with Cassacinamon's assistance, to cultivate a perception of himself as an English paramount
sachem, more powerful than the other sachems living in the region.
Winthrop's personal circumstances helped provide the foundation for this
intercultural persona. As the son of the governor of Massachusetts and as a
former governor of Saybrook, Winthrop appeared to natives as a hereditary
sachem, first in the line of succession of an English ruling lineage. Patrilineal principles permeated the formal leadership structures of native society in
New England. Most native leaders in the region knew, from prior dealings
with Massachusetts, of the Winthrop family's preeminence in Massachusetts
government, and Cassacinamon could be counted on to communicate young
Winthrop's lineage and status among the English to any who didn't. Winthrop
sought to further enhance this perception by presenting himself to the Indians
16. McBride, "Legacy of Robin Cassacinamon," in Grumet, ed., Northeastern Indian Lives, 81;
Frances Manwaring Caulkins, History of New London, Connecticut: From the First Survey of the Coast
in 1612 to 1860 (New London, Conn., 1895), 45, 51-52.
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using the title "Governour," even though his only service as a colonial governor up to that time had been a one-year appointment as governor of the
Connecticut River during the settlement of Saybrook a decade earlier. Winthrop's English supporters helped reinforce this intercultural self-fashioning
effort. The Springfield trader William Pynchon's use of the title "Governor"
when describing Winthrop to the natives at the Tantiusque mine site helped
underscore the impression of a royal lineage between the two Winthrops.The
implications of this trumpeted genealogical patrimony were not lost on the
region's native leadership (nor, as we shall see, on the English leaders of Connecticut). The Narragansetts and Niantics, for example, finding young Winthrop a direct and formal political link to his father, quickly began to channel
their communications to the authorities in Boston through New London. 17
Promoting himself as someone possessed of an English sachem's lineage
was just one element ofWinthrop's intercultural self-fashioning. He also took
care to assert his claims to authority to Indians through the careful observance
of native customs and rituals. One place this is seen clearly is in the extraordinary care with which Winthrop purchased the mine site and surrounding
lands from the indigenous owners. Despite the fact that his English agents had
made two previous purchases of the land around the Tantiusque site, Winthrop deemed it advisable to conduct yet a third transfer of the land in February 1645. Unlike the first two sales, which had involved simply the exchange
of goods and signatures, this final transfer was confirmed with ritualized performances specifically intended to give it cross-cultural authority. The "Deed
of Webucksham and Washcomo to John Winthrop, Jr." contained an explicit
description of the land being sold and an enumeration of the goods being
provided in payment, validated by appropriate signatures and marks, as was
the English custom. But it also contained a detailed description, intentionally
incorporated into the language of the document, of the native ritual of validation that was conducted by the Nipmuck sachem and his son.
According to English Custom I have given Possession of all my Lands
aforesaid unto Amoss Richason Servant to said Winthrop Governour
of the English for saidWinthrops Use. To have and to hold to him
17. His father's selection as president for the July 1645 meeting of the commissioners for the
United Colonies, which dealt forcefully with native unrest in the Pequot territory, highlighted for
the Indians Winthrop's elevated lineage among the English. Pulsifer, ed., Acts of United Colonies, I,
31 ;Ann Marie Plane, Colonial Intimacies: Indian Marriage in Early New England (Ithaca, N.Y., 2000),
21; Kathleen]. Bragdon, Native People of Southern New England, 1500-1650 (Norman, Okla., 1996)
180-181; William Pynchon to Stephen Day, Oct. 8, 1644, Winthrop Papers, IV, 495-496; Roger
Williams to John Winthrop, Jr., Apr. 7,1649, in LaFantasie, ed., Correspondence of Roger Williams, I,
277-279.
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the said John Winthrop his Heirs and Assignes for Ever. In Everlasting
Remembrance and Wittness hereof I lay this Wishkeeg or Writing on
Washcomos my Son and Heirs Breast and sett my Mark and Seal and
Wascomos my said Son according to Indian Custom freely makes his
Mark and Seal hereunto on my Breast. This don with Consent of all
the Indians ofTantiusques.18
By conducting the land transfer ceremony according to both English and
Indian customs, Winthrop did more than formalize a bicultural transfer of
property. He validated native cultural practices and demonstrated his sensitivity to symbolic forms important to indigenous cultures. At the same deed
signing, Winthrop, with the help of Cassacinamon, also incorporated an additional demonstration of his authority in terms native people could readily
understand. In Indian land transfers, sachems customarily made use of "ahtaskoaog," or "principal men," who represented the sachem at the land exchange
and provided assurance of the sachem's consent to the transaction. Winthrop
followed this same procedure in purchasing the mine site. Observing the sachems' custom of acting through agents, Winthrop did not attend the deed
signing with Webucksham and Washcomos; rather, Cassacinamon did, and te
title "Governour and Chief Councilor among the Pequots" adjacent to his
mark on the sale agreement confirms he was serving at this transaction as an
Indian ahtaskoaog for Winthrop. This was a role Cassacinamon would assume
for his English ally many times as part of their symbiotic alliance. It underscores not only the importance of their collusive relationship but also Winthrop's belief in the necessity of maintaining clear cross-cultural communications. While Winthrop unquestionably sought an indisputable documentary
recordesoswondfrfuillshipthat congromsto englishlegalstandsrgds,hepaidequal
attention to observing and recording the land transfer atTantiusque according
to native customs and rituals of transfer. 19
In other settings, Winthrop's alchemical practices, coupled with his well18. Deed ofWebucksham andWashcomo to John Winthrop,Jr., Winthrop Papers,V, 4—5.
19. Historians are divided in their assessment of Europeans' sensitivity to indigenous people's
cultural practices related to land transfer. Patricia Seed found that, in most cases, Europeans' rituals
of possession surrounding land transactions primaily targeted fellow Europeans, who would ultimately determine the legitimacy of land transfer. Faren Siminoff's study of early land transactions
on eastern Long Island, however, suggests European settlers recognized that native land claims were
legitimate until both parties agreed they had been properly extinguished. On "ahtaskoaog," see
Bragdon, Native People of Southern New England, 142. Deed ofWebucksham andWashcomo to John
Winthrop,Jr., Winthrop Papers,^!, 4—5; Patricia Seed, Ceremonies of Possession in Europe's Conquest of
the New World, 1492-1640 (Cambridge, 1995), 11; Faren R. Siminoff, Crossing the Sound-.The Rise
of Atlantic American Communities in Seventeenth-Century Eastern Long Island (New York, 2004), 5—8,
110-129, Plane, Colonial Intimacies, 154-159,172-176.
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known medical skills, enabled him to present himself to Indians not just as an
English sachem but also as a magico-religious specialist, similar to an Indian
shaman, or powaw. This profile, combined with his reputation as an English sachem, provided Winthrop a channel through which he might attain uniquely
elevated status in native circles. Powaws were, like alchemists, "intermediaries
between the physical and spiritual worlds." Their "access to a range of spirits both within and outside of themselves" gave them great influence in their
tribes. Moreover, while it was unusual in Algonquian culture for the roles of
shaman and sachem to overlap in one person, the rare individual possessed of
both abilities was believed to be exceptionally powerful. None of the sachems
Winthrop encountered along the Pequot watershed claimed dual status as
shaman and sachem. But Winthrop did; by presenting himself to the Indians
as a leader who combined political authority with special healing powers, he
could hope to establish among them the perception that he was a superior
sagamore.20
In this regard, Winthrop's medical reputation and extensive practice served
him well. Alchemical medicine was the one means through which almost every New Englander derived personal benefits from alchemy, and Winthrop
was the foremost alchemical physician in colonial New England. Wherever
he went, his medical skills were in demand. Indian messengers, often hired by
the families of diseased colonists to carry requests for medical assistance great
distances through the wilderness to Winthrop at New London, were highly
aware of the English respect for Winthrop's healing powers. From the beginning of settlement, Winthrop sought to establish this same respect for his healing among the watershed tribes in the Pequot region.21
Providence seemed to offer support to this strategy. Just as Winthrop was
arriving in the Pequot region in the spring of 1645 to begin laying out the
port town, the Mohegan chief Uncas was attacked by Narragansett warriors
in their continuing effort to gain retribution for Uncas's role in the murder of
their sachem Miantonomi two years before. Winthrop and his aide Thomas
Peters hurried to Uncas's fort at Shantok, north of the new plantation site,
to offer medical assistance. Their action, by demonstrating the efficacy of the
healing powers Winthrop was bringing to the region, advertised to Uncas one
of the advantages he could derive from having Winthrop settled in the region.
Uncas, appreciative of the aid, and perhaps not yet fully cognizant of the extent
20. On powaws, see William A. Starna,"The Pequots in the Early Seventeenth Century," in Laurence M. Hauptman and James D. Wherry, eds., The Pequots in Southern New England:The Fall and
Rise of an American Indian Nation (Norman, Okla., 1990), 33—47, esp. 43;William S. Simmons, Spirit
of the New England Tribes: Indian History and Folklore, 1620-1984 (Hanover, N.H., 1986), 42-43.
21. Roger Williams to John Winthrop, Jr., June 22,1645, Winthrop Papers,V, 30.
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of Winthrop's alliance with the Pequot group that Uncas himself claimed as
tributaries, welcomed Winthrop to the area with gifts of wampum and great
professions of joy.22
Winthrop's effort to present himself as an English powaw possessed of special medical powers was also enhanced by his alchemical practices. He was
conducting experiments and making medicines at New London soon after
settlement; his alchemical apparatus and the smoke and smell of his chemical fires made a profound impression. John Arundell, who visited Winthrop
at New London after the plantation was well established, was astonished by
what he saw. "Upon my first entrance to your home," he wrote, "I believed
I was consulting the oracles of the Tripod or the pharmacy of Aesculapius."
Native observers, whose rituals placed a sacred significance on smoke as a
medium of transition between the natural and spirit worlds, probably shared
Arundell's awe, if not his allusions. Among northeast people, smoking tobacco
was thought to attract Manitou.The native concept of Manitou,the spirit that
pervades all things, was homologous to the spiritus mundi, the living spirit that
many alchemists believed animated all beings in the cosmos. The ability of
Indian shamans to act as intermediaries between the natural and spirit worlds
directly correlated with the role of the alchemical magus who believed that
through a heightened prayer state during experiments he might achieve divinely granted insights into the secrets of nature. The alembics and furnaces
in which Winthrop conducted his experiments and produced his alchemical
medicines, present in a town in which Indians and English were thoroughly
intermingled, might well have conveyed a cross-cultural message of magical
power. Certainly, they helped reinforce the popular respect given to Winthrop's medicines and medical practice by both English and native people.
Although no Winthrop medical account books survive for the early years of
the plantation, Winthrop undoubtedly rendered medical services to the Pequot people at Nameaug and elsewhere just as he and Peters had to Uncas's
injured warriors. Winthrop's reputation for healing Indians spread among natives as well as the English. Soon the English in other towns such as Roger
Williams's were requesting him to send medicines "fit for Indian Bodies." Such
requests were significant, for, given the fierce opposition of some native powaws to English healing, adoption of Winthrop's medicines by native people
represented a substantial vote of confidence in the English leader's powaw-like
abilities.23
22. Thomas Peters to John Winthrop, ca. May 1645, ibid., 20-21.
23 John Arundell to John Winthrop, Jr., Jan. 16,1656, trans, and quoted in Harold Jantz, "America's First Cosmopolitan,"Massacusetts Historical Society, Proceedings, LXXXIV (1973), 3—25. The
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An unintentional side-effect ofWinthrop's medical practice with his English patients might have had major symbolic importance to native observers,
inadvertently reinforcing Winthrop's cross-cultural image of superior authority. Winthrop often hosted within his household for extended lengths of time
the wives of English leaders from other towns, who came to him suffering
from a variety of illnesses and resided in his home during treatment. The presence of such women, among them the wife of John Haynes, governor of Connecticut, Mary Pynchon, wife of the founder of Springfield, and the wife of
Thomas Doxey of New London, became a semipermanent aspect of a household that from its inception was occupied by two mistresses, rather than one.
The first English woman at New London was, not Winthrop's wife, Elizabeth,
but her sister, Margaret Lake, who would live for years as a member of the
Winthrop household.24
The practice of polygyny, the marriage of one man to several women, was
widespread in native societies during this period. Only the elite practiced such
unions; most men and women lived monogamously with a single partner. In
some of these elite polygynous marriages, men married two or more closely
related women, perhaps even taking sisters as co-wives. After the Pequot War,
Uncas had embarked on an aggressive campaign of entering into multiple
marriages to solidify Mohegan political and social alliances and strengthen his
tribe. On five different occasions during the three years following the conflict, he either married or expressed a desire to marry seven different women.
In practicing polygyny for political purposes, Uncas was following a widely
accepted practice. The Narragansett leader Miantonomi had unsuccessfully
sought to form an alliance with Uncas by taking one of his daughters as a
wife. Wequashcook, a Niantic / Pequot sachem, had married the mother of

oracles of the "Tripod" refer to the tripod upon which Pythia, the prophetess of Apollo at Delphi,
sat to issue her oracles. The tripod was placed in a small, belowground chamber filled with gases
that issued from underground springs. On smoking, see Bragdon, Native People of Southern New
England, 204; Roger Williams to John Winthrop, Jr., August 1651, in LaFantasie, ed., Correspondence
of Roger Williams, I, 335—336. Puritan missionaries came to believe that medicine was an essential
aspect of missionary work. Indians were reluctant to give up the spiritual healing of powaws without confidence that an equally powerful spiritual medicine was available from the English."These
powows are factors for the devil, and great hinderers of the Indians embracing the gospel," noted
Daniel Gookin, for they worried: "If we once pray to God, we must abandon our powows; and
then, when we are sick and wounded, who shall heal our maladies?" Daniel Gookin, Historical Collections of the Indians of New England .. . (Boston, 1792), 14.
24. Caulkins, History of New London, 44 John Haynes to John Winthrop, Jr., Sept. 12,1652, Winthrop Papers, VI, 220-221 John Pynchon to John Winthropjr., July 26,1654, in Carl Bridenbaugh,
ed., The Pynchon Papers, I, Letters of John Pynchon, 1654—1700, Colonial Society of Massachusetts,
Publications, LX (Boston, 1982), 7-8.
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Sassacus, who had led the Pequots in the 1637 war, within a year of the war's
conclusion.25
Given the pervasiveness of elite polygyny in the Pequot region, the presence of so many women in the Winthrop household—his wife and sister-inlaw at all times, and women from the households of what could be seen as minor English sachems at others—sent a cross-cultural message about Winthrop's
status and authority. Winthrop did not, of course, intentionally set out to create a native perception of himself as a polygynist; it was a natural outgrowth
of his sister-in-law's estrangement from her husband and his own popularity
as a healer. But, while Winthrop did not purposefully create the situation in
which numerous elite women normally occupied his household, he certainly
understood the message such a household configuration suggested. It unintentionally reinforced a perception Winthrop did try deliberately to project
in other ways: that he had great political authority as an English sachem and
remarkable healing powers as a powaw, the unique combination of traits that
often produced an exceptional paramount sachem.26
Winthrop's special relationship with Cassacinamon, his kinship ties, his political leadership of the new English plantation, his alchemical practices, his
medical skills, and the presence of many women in his household, all supported his culturally perceptive effort to establish leadership among the many
contesting tribes inhabiting the Pequot region. He also attempted, as would be
expected of any paramount sachem, to exercise leadership in a culturally sensitive manner—through conference and consensus. Before settling at the rier
mouth to lay out his plantation, Winthrop called together Indian representatives from all neighboring bands into one assembly, to obtain clear agreemet
on the boundaries between the former Pequot lands (which he intended to
settle) and its adjacent territories. The meeting was a success; Uncas helped
delineate a clear northern boundary between Mohegan territory and the new
plantation, and whatever other boundary issues there might have been with
adjacent tribes were readily resolved. This was not, however, to be a harbinger
of things to come.27

25. On polygyny, see Plane, Colonial Intimacies, 5, 21—23. Eric S.Johnson, "Uncas and the Politics of Contact," in Grumet, ed., Northeastern Indian Lives, 39—44, McBride,"The Legacy of Robin
Cassacinamon," 76—77.
26. Bert Salwen, "Indians of Southern New England and Long Island: Early Period," in William C. Sturtevant et al., eds., Handbook of North American Indians, XV, Bruce Trigger, ed., Northeast
(Washington, D.C., 1978), 160-176;William Wood, New Englands Prospect, ed.Alden T. Vaughan
(Amherst, Mass., 1977), 99; Roger Williams, A Key Into the Language of America ... (London, 1643),
230-231.
27. Plane, Colonial Intimacies, 23; Caulkins, History of New London, 51.
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Despite his considerable skills at intercultural diplomacy and his carefully
crafted intercultural self-representation, Winthrop's settlement of the Pequot
region met with serious resistance from both Indians and English. Winthrop
must have misjudged how much Uncas's influence in the Pequot region had
increased since the end of the Pequot War. The Mohegans are estimated to
have grown from about 400—600 total members in 1637 to more than 2,500
by 1643, and Winthrop does not seem to have factored in the increased power
that growth had provided the Mohegan sachem. Certainly, Winthrop misread
the strength of the alliance that had developed between Uncas and Connecticut as well as how much mistrust Connecticut would greet his own arrival
in the region with. Yet, even without Winthrop's miscues, the enmity between the Narragansetts and the Mohegans was too strong, the power relations among the multiple regional tribes too unstable, for anyone, especially
any Englishman, to forge a regional power structure that would resolve the
long-standing conflicts exacerbated by the Pequot War. As a result, almost before his plantation had settlers, Winthrop faced a combination of dangerous
Mohegan harassment and harsh English criticism that threatened the very survival of the plantation.28
Winthrop's special relationship with Cassacinamon's Pequots at Nameaug
(the Indian name until New London became official) posed a direct challenge
to the authority of both the Mohegan sagamore Uncas and the magistrates of
Connecticut. By agreeing to settle among Cassacinamon's people and serve as
their English advocate while insisting that Uncas define clear boundaries between his territory and theirs, Winthrop rejected the Pequots' status as servile
tributaries of Uncas, the role to which they had been assigned by Connecticut
in the 1638 Treaty of Hartford. This simultaneous rejection of Connecticut's
authority over the tribe's postwar disposition, when coupled with Connecticut's perception ofWinthrop as an interloper from Massachusetts, led to serious problems for the fledgling English plantation almost from its inception.
It is a sign ofWinthrop's success at presenting a cross-cultural claim to authority that the Mohegan sachem Uncas came to view him as such a formidable rival. Uncas, who had profusely welcomed Winthrop to the area when
Winthrop had provided the sachem's wounded warriors medical aid after the
1645 Narragansett attack, quickly realized that the newcomer posed a major
threat to his own ambition to assume regional dominance. Once the Englishman's direct challenge to Uncas's authority over Cassacinamon's Pequots as
well as the extent of his regional plantation scheme became clear, Uncas's at28. Johnson, "Uncas and the Politics of Contact," in Grumet, ed., Northeastern Indian Lives, 35.
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titude shifted from welcoming to hostile. Even as the first permanent English
settlers were arriving at Nameaug in the spring of 1646, Uncas launched a
sudden, violent campaign of harassment and intimidation—ostensibly targeted
at Winthrop's resident Pequots—that was manifestly intended to send a warning to both the incoming English and the restive Pequots. According to testimony presented by "the inhabitants of New London" to the commissioners
of the United Colonies at their September 1646 meeting:
He [Uncas] comes downe from mohegen in A hostile way with 300
men into the english plantation
so soone as he came within
sight of mr. winterops wigwome he gave the word whereupon they divided themselfs into squadrans And soe fell on upon the Indians presentlye tearing up their wigwoms cutinge And sloshing and beatinge
in a sore maner which was A sad sighte to the beholders takinge there
wompum there skins there baskets tearing there breaches there hose
from there legs there showes from there feet forcinge them in the water and there shootinge at them allsoe forcinge into English mens
houses friteinge the women And children takinge Indians out of there
houses also carying away A great deal of mr. winterops wompum pege
caryinge away a hat and coat of mr. Peters also a coat and severall skins
of other mens.29
If anything, the written account understates what must have been the terrifying impact on the new English settlers of the sudden appearance of three
hundred well-organized and battle-ready Mohegans who, after marching deliberately to within sight ofWinthrop's Indian-style temporary residence, began a carefully orchestrated but frenzied assault on the Nameaug Pequots. In
addition to destroying their wigwams, injuring them physically, and stealing
their furs and household goods, the Mohegan warriors forcefully stripped
off the Indians' clothes and drove them naked into the river, where they shot
weapons at them (whether with arrows or muskets is unclear). The attacking
Mohegans left no doubt of their attitudes toward the new settlers. They broke
without hesitation into the English people's houses to drag out Pequots who
might have sought refuge there, "friteing the women And children" and undoubtedly many of the English men as well. Without question, Uncas wanted
Winthrop to understand that this raid was intended as a warning to him personally as well as to Cassacinamon's Pequots, which is why the Mohegan raiders made sure to break into Winthrop's property and steal "A great deal of mr.
29. Petition of the Inhabitants of New London to the Commissioners of the United Colonies,
Sept. 15,1646, Winthrop Papers,V, 111.
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winterops wompum pege."To further underscore the new settlers'vulnerability, they stole a hat and coat belonging to the second-most important leader in
the settlement, the spiritual leader the Reverend Thomas Peters, and a number
of other English men's furs, drove away English cattle, stole corn from their
fields, and, even threatened to shoot one of the Englishmen in the back. Win
throp emphasized this outrageous act in his report of the incident. "One of
the Monheges presented his piece [that is, aimed his musket or other firearm]
at Gary latham when his back was towards him."30
To Winthrop, in Boston at the time,Uncas's actions were completely unconscionable. No matter how the Mohegan leader might try to justify himself,
this had been nothing less than a thinly veiled attack on the new and vulnerable English settlement, and could not be allowed to go unpunished. Permitting
such a brazen assault to go unanswered would serve as an open invitation to
other disgruntled native groups to act similarly. Winthrop, therefore, assumed
with some confidence that the commissioners of the United Colonies would
impose severe correction on Uncas for his provocation of the new settlement,
and he decided to try to capitalize on Uncas's blunder by recommending that
the commissioners formally release Cassacinamon's Pequots from their assignment as tributaries to the Mohegan leader. "If these Indians that we must live
neere be still under Uncas command,"Winthrop wrote Thomas Peters,"there
wilbe noe living for English there." As long as Uncas could claim the Pequots
as a subject tribe, he would have an open excuse to assault the English town in
a similar fashion again. Winthrop urged Peters to detail for the commissioners
the full extent of Uncas's aggression and to stress to them the jeopardy that
allowing the Pequots to continue as Mohegan tributaries would pose for the
new English settlement.31
Winthrop's unannounced arrival in the Pequot region from Massachusetts,
coupled with his self-proclaimed assumption of the role of English protector
of the Pequots, had offended more than Uncas. It also generated negative attitudes among Connecticut's magistrates. For that reason, Winthrop informed
Peters that he himself was not willing to take the lead in presenting the Pequot
matter to the commissioners, "because it may be conceived my intentions are
other then they are." Worried that Uncas's supporters in Connecticut might
portray his opposition to Uncas's control of the Pequots as just a self-serving
power grab, Winthrop elected to remain in the background and let Peters,
who had come to the plantation from nearby Saybrook, be the spokesman for
30. Ibid., 111-112.
3I.John Winthrop,Jr., to Thomas Peters, Sept. 3,1646, ibid.,V, 100-101.
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the complaint against Uncas. Winthrop explained to Peters—perhaps coaching him on what to tell the commissioners if Winthrop's self-interest came
up—his only reason for wanting the Pequots released from Uncas's control:
"I looke at the quiet of our plantation principally, and conceive [it] a greater
security to have a party of the Indians there, to have their cheife dependance
upon the English. They will easily discover any Indian plotts, etc." By allowing
the Pequots at Nameaug to break with Uncas and ally with Winthrop, the region would be far more stable, and the English would also have a trustworthy
and continuous access to native intelligence about plots against the English.32
Winthrop obviously was concerned about how Connecticut authorities
might portray his motives to the commissioners, but he could not have anticipated just how fully the commissioners would end up siding with Uncas
against Winthrop and the settlers of the new town. In what seems an almost
counterintuitive response to the Mohegan effort to terrify and intimidate
new English settlers, the commissioners for the United Colonies came down
squarely in support of Uncas. In part, this was due to Uncas's masterful understanding of the realpolitik involved in intercultural relations and to the loyalty he had acquired as an English ally both during and after the Pequot War.
By executing the Narragansett Miantonomi at the explicit command of the
United Colonies commissioners in 1643, he had cemented his reputation as a
trustworthy Indian ally and had secured a commitment from the commissioners that they would aid him should Miantonomi's followers seek vengeance.
While Winthrop and Peters might have seen Uncas's actions at the new settlement as an unmitigated act of aggression meant to intimidate the incoming
English settlers,Uncas presented it—and the commissioners saw it—as a warranted defense of his regional rights.
Called before the commissioners, Uncas acknowledged that he had been
wrong in "vindicatinge his owne right soe neare the English plantations" but
asserted that, otherwise, his actions were fully justified. He claimed that many
of the Pequots at the English plantation were people who had formerly lived
under his authority at the Mohegan town of Shantok but who had, since
Winthrop's arrival, fled his service under color of submitting to the English
plantation. He further asserted that the primary object of his harassment had
not been the English at all, but a Niantic leader named Wequashcook, who
had been given permission by the incoming English to hunt on Uncas's lands
without obtaining Uncas's permission. That had been a particularly reprehensible act on the part of the new settlers, Uncas reminded the commissioners,
32.Ibid.
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because the Niantics Wequashcook led were, like the Narragansetts, sworn
enemies of both Uncas and the English.33
The Niantics and Narragansetts were indeed currently perceived as enemies by the United Colonies. After the Narragansetts had attacked Uncas the
year before (the attack that had brought Winthrop and Peters to Uncas's aid),
the English commissioners had decided that the two tribes posed an immediate war threat and, further, that the English willingness to defend Uncas against
those tribes would be viewed by other Indians as a test case of the English willingness to support native allies. They had authorized raising an army of three
hundred to subdue the two tribes. To avoid war, the Niantic and Narragansett
sachems had agreed to pay the English a huge surety in wampum (two thousand fathoms) and provide sons of sachems as hostages to authorities in Boston
to assure their good behavior in the future. The promised ransom payments
had been pitifully slow in coming, the promised hostages had not been readily delivered, and the commissioners were angry. Uncas's strategy of claiming
that his assault on Nameaug had actually been in response to the unauthorized
privileges granted to the Niantic sachem Wequashcook was a brilliant defense.
Not only had the upstart English settlers under Winthrop given support to a
declared enemy of both the English and the Mohegans, he argued, but they
had done so by abrogating rights Uncas had earned through his former service
in defense of the English colonies.34
The commissioners, as it turned out, could not have agreed more. In their
decision regarding the complaint against Uncas, they totally turned the tables
on the incoming settlers: "It [was] disorderly and unwarrantable for any Eng
lish plantation to entertaine Neckwash Cooke or any of the Narraganset or
Neanticke Sagamors or their companies into a league, protection, or submission untill they [the Narragansetts and Niantics] have fully performed all their
covenants with the Colonies." In other words, the new settlers of Nameaug,
by contracting with the Niantic sachem to hunt for them before he had fully
complied with his prior agreement to provide surety payments and hostages to
the commissioners, had greatly overreached, to the detriment not only of Uncas's land rights but of the authority of the commissioners as well. The commission assured Uncas that no Narragansetts or Niantics, including Neckwash
Cooke, were authorized to hunt in his lands, "nor will they [the commission33. Pulsifer, ed.,Acts of United Colonies, I, 72.
34. Ibid., 55;Wendy B. St.Jean,"Inventing Guardianship:The Mohegan Indians andTheir 'Protectors,'" New England Quarterly, LXXII (1999), 367-372; Oberg, Uncas, 110-138;McBnde,"The
Legacy of Robin Cassacinamon," in Grumet, ed., Northeastern Indian Lives, 74—85,Johnson,"Uncas
and the Politics of Contact," 29—47; LaFantasie, ed., Correspondence of Roger Williams, I, 220—223,
244-248.
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ers] allow any English plantation to countenance such disorderly huntinge."
They further noted, in a direct and explicit rejection of Winthrop's proposal
that the Pequots be freed from Uncas's custody, that they would not allow an
of Uncas's tributary Pequots to be withdrawn by any English plantation. Finally, as if to forestall another attempt by Winthrop to act unilaterally in the
future, they awarded jurisdiction over the new plantation to Connecticut. On
every issue, the commissioners had found in favor of Uncas and in the interests of Connecticut, interpreting Winthrop's plantation intentions in the worst
possible light. The newcomers had aided English enemies; they had usurped
Uncas's authority; furthermore, they were attempting unlawfully to wrest away
Uncas's control over his human capital—the Nameaug Pequots—as well as
his land.35
Uncas, on the other hand, was given the mildest of reprimands. In a decision completely rejecting the settlers' assertion that Uncas's assault was consciously designed to intimidate them and not just the Indians among them, the
commissioners told Uncas to acknowledge to the settlers that he had erred in
beginning his "quarrell with Neckwash Cooke" so near to their plantation.36
Examining the commissioners' findings side-by-side with the settlers' report of what Uncas actually did during the assault on their town, it is hard
not to conclude that the commissioners of the United Colonies chose to all
but ignore Mohegan aggression, deciding instead to issue a harsh and virtually
one-sided condemnation of the incoming English settlers.
It is perhaps relatively easy to see why Connecticut—a colony with a strong
historic alliance to Uncas and a competing claim to the lands Winthrop was
settling—might have endorsed such a critical view ofWinthrop's and his fellow planters' intentions. It is somewhat more difficult to understand why the
commissioners as a body came to that conclusion. The commission consisted
of two representatives each from Massachusetts, Connecticut, Plymouth, and
New Haven colonies, and their decisions required approval of at least six of
the eight commissioners. Though we do not have roll call votes on any of the
commissioners' decisions, one might assume that Massachusetts's representatives would have been reluctant to censure a project undertaken with their
own colony's authorization, especially when headed by one of its leading citizens, the son of the Bay Colony's governor. One might also surmise that at
least one of the representatives from Plymouth and New Haven would have

35. Pulsifer, ed., Acts of United Colonies, I,72,73, 79.
36. Ibid., 72-73.
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had some reluctance about appearing to sanction an Indian assault on a new
English frontier plantation.37
Perhaps the commissioners from the smaller colonies voted as a block to
curb what they saw as an unsolicited incursion by Massachusetts into the Pe
quot region. Massachusetts's efforts a few years before to expand into the Narragansett country had raised howls of protest among both the Narragansetts
and a group of Rhode Island's radical religionists headed by Samuel Gorton.
The commissioners had backed the Bay Colony in its dispute with Gorton,
but Winthrop's entrance into the disputed Pequot country without prior consultation with Connecticut possibly was seen as a similar expansionist move,
though against, not radicals, but coreligionists. Some evidence supports the
theory that the commissioners from the small plantations voted as a block to
restrain the ambitions of their larger partner. In 1648, the Massachusetts General Court expressed concern about acts of the United Colonies commissioners that "may in a short time prove not onely prejuditiall, but exceedingly
uncomfortable" to the Bay Colony, and sought amendments to the articles of
confederation that would allow Massachusetts to act independently in those
cases where it disagreed with the other three colonies. Whether Massachusetts
was reacting to the assignment ofWinthrop's plantation to the jurisdiction of
Connecticut two years earlier is unclear.38
The fact remains, however, that in the fall of 1646 the English commissioners collectively exhibited more mistrust ofWinthrop's new plantation than
they did of Uncas.This mistrust would hang over the project for most of its
first few years, and it consistently and negatively influenced the United Colonies' policies toward the town and the resident Pequots during much of that
time. While concerns about Massachusetts's imperialist tendencies might have
been a factor in this mistrust, it is equally likely that the concerns about the
New London project were based less on Winthrop's ties to Massachusetts than
on the actions against Massachusetts launched in 1646 by Winthrop's friend
and fellow investor in the alchemical plantation Robert Child.
Child, who had helped fund Winthrop's ironworks and had promised to
be "active in the [black lead mining] business, to the utermost of my power"
upon his return to New England, had arrived back in New England in Sep-

37. St. Jean,"Inventing Guardianship," New England Quarterly, LXXII (1999), 368-369.
38.The complex issues surrounding this effort are detailed in Pulsipher, Subjects unto the Same
King, 25—32; Philip F. Gura, A Glimpse of Sion's Glory: Puritan Radicalism in New England, 1620—
1660 (Middletown, Conn., 1984), 276-303;Ward, United Colonies, 62; Nathaniel B. Shurtleff, ed.,
Records of the Governor and Company of the Massachusetts Bay in New England (Boston, 1853—1854),
11,245.
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tember 1645, full of enthusiasm for his andWinthrop's new endeavors. He had
talked to Samuel Hartlib of the country's promising mineral potential.
The Country abounds with minerals especially Iron stone. We have
discovered about 10 or 12 severall sorts which I have sent to Mr Buckner an Apothecary in Bucklerberry, and to Dr. Mericke dwelling there,
where you may see them, if you please, and other stones, which promise better thinges, and I hope will not deceive us.39
Child was equally enthusiastic about the developing ironworks. "I doubt not
(by the Grace of God) but wee shall prosper in Iron workes and make plenty of
Iron Spedily" He found that horticulture, too, especially the gardens that were
so important to Child, did very well in New England, despite the bitter winters.
"Summer is hot enough for [Vines?] I suppose," he noted. "Apples and cheries
Peares and Apricoks and all kind of Garden ware flourish incredibly"40
But, for all the rich potential he found in the prospective development
of New England's natural possibilities, Child's interactions with Bay officials
quickly led him to a much darker conclusion: that the pansophic program
simply could not nourish in the face of what he saw as Massachusetts's astonishingly restrictive intolerance. Massachusetts's doubly choking policies of
limiting the political franchise only to church members, and then restricting
church membership only to those who had run the spiritual gantlet of making
an acceptable public profession of faith, had created, Child believed, a society
with an intolerably constrained capacity for the exchange of ideas upon which
scientific and economic progress depended. This was not an environment in
which mutual collaboration, economic development, or a pansophic program
of godly world improvement could proceed, much less progress. Almost before
it had begun, Child saw the rigid and constricted orthodoxy embedded in the
New England way as choking the designs he had nurtured of making New
England a laboratory for the utilitarian deployment of natural philosophy.
In an effort to force the Puritan magistrates to accept a more open society, Child had joined with a diverse group of Massachusetts's dissidents in
1646 in issuing a remonstrance to the General Court forcefully demanding
that the Bay Colony provide its residents the same political franchise and the
same church membership privileges to which they had been entitled back in
England. As spokesman for the group, Child threatened to seek redress from
Parliament if the Massachusetts authorities did not respond favorably and im39. Robert Child to Samuel Hartllb, Dec. 24(7), 1645, Hartllb Papers [15/5/1A-2B],University
of Sheffield.
40. Ibid.
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mediately to the remonstrance. The Bay magistrates, wanting no part of a
parliamentary inquiry—or of greater tolerance in church and political admissions—had levied a huge fine of two hundred pounds against Child, placed
him under house arrest, and refused to let him leave the colony until the fine
was paid. Child remained in detention until the following year.41
Although many in New England might have sympathized with Child's
and his associates' desire to get Massachusetts's godly elites to embrace the
type of Neoplatonic toleration then common among many of England's Puritan parliamentarians, the threat to force Massachusetts's hand by taking the
complaint to England backfired. The Bay colonists closed ranks around their
leaders, soundly rejected Child's remonstrance, and assiduously defended their
New England way. Having been rocked by the Hutchinson controversy over
free grace in 1637 and forced more recently to defend their actions against
Samuel Gorton before critics in England, they wanted no part of this upstart
outsider's programs or policies. Massachusetts's agent in England, the Plymouth colonist Edward Winslow, wrote a pamphlet for consumption at home
and abroad branding Child as a probable Papist and implying that his search
for and interest in New England's natural resources provided a cover for his
activities as a Jesuit spy. This was hardly an apt label for a Presbyterian alcemist with Neoplatonic confessional attitudes, but it effectively cast a pall of evil
intentions on Child's insistence on religious toleration. By the time Winslow
published his second tract in defense of New England in 1648, Child had become the leader of a"blacke Regiment" out to restore "all the old Ceremonies
and odde Holidayes." For a time, it seems, other New England alchemists, or at
least alchemists associated with Child, also came under suspicion. George Stakey the New England—trained alchemist who emigrated to England in 1650,
where he influenced both Robert Boyle and Isaac Newton, also reported being confined in 1647 under suspicion of being a"Spie or ajesuit," a detention
that lasted two years. 42
Such concerns about the hidden agendas being pursued by the alchemists
41. Robert Emmet Wall, Jr., Massachusetts Bay.The Crucial Decade, 1640-1650 (New Haven,
Conn., 1972), 157-211; George Lyman Kittredge, "Dr. Robert Child the Remonstrant," Colonial Society of Massachusetts, XXI, Transactions, 1919 (Boston, 1920), 1-145; Margaret E. Newell,
"Robert Child and the Entrepreneurial Vision: Economy and Ideology in Early New England,"
New England Quarterly, LXVIII (1995), 223-256.
42. Edw[ard] Winslow, New-Englands Salamander, Discovered by an Irreligious and Scornefull Pamphlet, Called New-Englands Jonas Cast up at London . . . (London, 1647), 7—8; [Edward Winslow],
Good News from New-England ... (London, 1648), 14—15; G. H.Turnbull, "George Stirk, Philosopher by Fire (16287-1665)," Colonial Society of Massachusetts, Publications, XXXVIII, Transactions, 1947-1951 (Boston, 1959), 222;William R. Newman, Gehennical Fire:The Lives of George
Starkey, an American Alchemist in the Scientific Revolution (Cambridge, Mass., 1994), 50.
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in their midst might easily have been transferred to Winthrop's new alchemical plantation project, especially given Child's close association with it. In fact,
evidence suggests that Winthrop's own father might well have had concerns
about the project, at least during its formative stages. In 1643, the year youn
Winthrop was traveling Europe recruiting alchemists to come to New England, the elder Winthrop had sent him a letter in which he expressed serious
reservations about his son's pansophic pursuits. "Study well, my son," the ather warned, "the saying of the Apostle, Knowledge puffeth up. It is -A. good Gift of
God, but when it lifts up the mind above the Cross of Christ, it is the Pride of
Life, and the High-way to Apostacy, wherein many Men of great Learning and
Hopes have perished."The younger Winthrop seems to have been able to allay his father's fears that the pansophic pursuit of alchemical knowledge might
threaten his commitment to New England's Puritan practice. Massachusetts
had, after all, authorized the younger Winthrop to establish both the plantations on which the alchemical project hinged. After Child's remonstrance,
however, such concerns seemed warranted and, for a time at least, appear to
have become widespread.43
The United Colonies commissioners certainly seem also to have worried
that Winthrop's new alchemical plantation might become a haven for the
kind of dissent Child was promoting in Boston. Even as they assigned the jurisdiction of Winthrop's settlement to Connecticut, they advised all colonial
governments, expressly because of the "petitions [that] have beene lately putt
up," to keep a due watch "at the doores of Gods house, that none be admitted
as members of the body of Christ, but such as hold foorth effectual! callinge
. . . and enter by an expresse coven[an]t."Warning that "under a deceitfull colloure of liberty of conscience" the godly could be subjected to Anabaptism,
Familism, antinomianism, and other heresies, they urged colonial government
to make sure that efforts to liberalize church admission were duly suppressed.
The commissioners' reference to Child's remonstrance was explicit, their
wholesale rejection of its demand for religious toleration even more so.44
Whether because of Winthrop's associations with Robert Child, with Masachusetts, or with the Pequots under Cassacinamon, his New London plantation received critical scrutiny from Connecticut authorities and the United
43. Cotton Mather, Magnalia Christi Americana; or, The Ecclesiastical History of New-England . . .
(London, 1702), book II, 33.
44. Pulsifer, ed., Acts of United Colonies, I, 81; Wall, Massachusetts Bay; Kittredge, "Dr. Robert
Child the Remonstrant," Colonial Society of Massachusetts, Publications, XXI, Transactions, 1919,
1-146, esp. 16-93.
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Colonies commissioners throughout the first five years of settlement. At times,
Winthrop was the object of what appears to have been thinly veiled hostility.
English efforts to curtail his activities did not, however, alter his approach to
settlement. Although he adapted his tactics and even modified his goals when
prodded by necessity, he pursued his original development scheme with a pesistent single-mindedness that those seeking to regulate the new plantation
found off-putting. Because the success of the riverine silver-mining scheme
ultimately depended on the ability to safely transport ore through several different tribes' territories, and in an effort to reduce the region's rampant intertribal contention, Winthrop continued to pursue cooperative relationships
with Indians, despite the commissioners' efforts to curb his intercultural alliance building. Except for his increasingly conflicted relations with the Mohegan sachem Uncas, Winthrop achieved a good measure of success. The Narragansetts and Niantics came to consider him as a powerful English sachem
and a cultural broker to the English in Massachusetts. They asked Winthrop to
serve as spokesman on their behalf with the authorities in Boston and before
the United Colonies commissioners on various issues surrounding payments
of the wampum surety the English had demanded in 1645. In a move suggestive of native social divisions and understandings of gendered power, Niantic women also presented gifts of corn to Elizabeth Reade Winthrop, and on
one occasion Niantic or Narragansett sachems asked Elizabeth Winthrop to
intercede with her husband on their behalf. In a similar sign ofWinthrop's acceptance as an intercultural mediator, the Nipmuck people who lived adjacent
to the black lead mine site turned to him to help broker their relations with
the English commissioners. The Pequots under Cassacinamon also remained
tightly aligned with Winthrop, despite increasing hostility from Uncas.45
Buoyed by the commissioners' 1646 rejection of the settlers' complaints
against him, the Mohegan sachem expanded the range of his harassments in
a way that sent a clear cross-cultural message of intimidation. Much as Uncas had done to the Pequots at Nameaug, his brother Nowequa attacked the
Nipmucks adjacent to Winthrop's mine. He confiscated their wampum, copper kettles, hemp baskets, and many bear- and deerskins. After assaulting the
45. Pulsifer, ed., Acts of United Colonies, I, 87; Roger Williams to John Winthrop, Jr., Aug. 20,
1647,inLaFantasie, ed., Correspondence of Roger Williams, 1,235, Dec. 3,1648,1,260,Apr. 13,1649,1,
281. "For a token of hisfidelitie to Mrs Wintrop Nenekunat heprayes me to write that all women
of his towne shall present Mrs Wintrop with a present of Corne at Pwacatuck if she please to send
in any conveyance to Pwacatuck for it." Roger Williams to John Winthrop, Jr., Oct. 10, 1648,1,
252, Roger Williams to John Wmthropjr., mid-November 1648,1,258-260, Roger Williams to
Elizabeth Reade Wmthrop,Apr. 3,1649,1,276-277.
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Nipmuck settlement, Nowequa traveled with fifty Indian warriors to Winthrop's property of Fishers Island, where they destroyed a canoe and so badly
frightened one of Winthrop's servants that he refused to remain in service
without protection. Lest Winthrop miss the Mohegan's intentions, on the way
back from Fishers Island Nowequa and his men, many armed with guns,"hovered against"Winthrop's settlement at Nameaug in a manner that once again
deeply frightened both the English and the Pequots.46
This continuing harassment—meant to show Winthrop that the Mohegans
had the ability to undermine every aspect of his plantation project—only reinforced Winthrop's belief that the best hope for stability in the region and security for his plantation resided in his being given guardianship of Cassacinamon's Pequots.As long as Uncas could use the excuse of the Pequots'tributary
status to him as a justification for intimidation or new assaults, the viability of
the Nameaug settlement would remain in doubt. Who could expect settlers
to come or to stay in a place that was regularly under attack, or the threat of
attack, by Indians?
In a repeat effort to gain guardianship over the Pequots, Winthrop presented, at the July 1647 meeting of the United Colonies, a petition subscribed
by sixty-two Pequots and Niantics living at Nameaug asking that they be
made English wards. The petitioners charged Uncas with continuing tyranny
and provided the commission with an extended list of the Mohegan's injustices, including wholesale intimidation, repeated extortion of excessive tribute, refusal to pay gambling losses, cutting the Pequots' fishing nets, stealing
corn, even threatening to subject members to arbitrary execution. Winthrop
and Cassacinamon argued, "Though Uncus [had] seemed glad that Mr John
Winthrop came to settle an english plantation at Pequat, and prsented him
with wampan, yet without cause . . . he quickly tooke offence, [and] fell to
outrages."The real intention behind Uncas's continued assaults was unmistakable. Uncas's "carriage hath bene such," they told the commissioners, "as if he
intended by alarums and affrightments to disturb and breake that plantation."
Uncas's counselor Foxon, present at the hearings, answered the petitioners'
charges with a variety of defenses, implying that Uncas's change in attitude
toward Winthrop had been caused by the Englishman's efforts to undermine
his authority over his vassal tribe.47
The long listing of provocations presented to the commissioners leaves little
doubt that Uncas was indeed engaged in an aggressive campaign of psychologi46. Pulsifer, ed.,Acts of United Colonies, 1,101-104.
47. Ibid., 99, 102. To further support the guardianship petition, Winthrop informed the commissioners that Uncas himself had already previously assigned custody of the Pequots over to him.
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cal intimidation against the infant English settlement and threatened its future
viability. But, just as they had done the year before, the commissioners chose to
downplay the consequences of Uncas's actions while drawing a series of negative conclusions about the intentions ofWinthrop and the Indian petitioners.
They found the Pequots' petition "false and deceitful" and saw no reason to
consider altering their condition as tributaries to Uncas. Among the commissioners, contempt for the Pequots as a conquered enemy remained as strong as
ever. Recalling the terms of the Treaty of Hartford, the commissioners stated:
Remembring the proud wars some yeares since made by the Pequatts,
and the just resolutions of the English that . . . the remnant of that nation should not be suffered (if the English could help it) either to be a
distinct people, or to retayne the name of Pequatts, or to settle in the
Pequatt country, but that they should all be devided betwixt the Narragansetts and Mohegens Indians, and that under a tribute to the English, they.... ordered those Pequats foorthwith returne a due subjection to Uncus.48
The commissioners did agree that Uncas's "insolency and outrage" had
been greater than they previously suspected, but their efforts to prevent its recurrence were nominal. They ordered Uncas to behave in the future and fined
him one hundred fathoms of wampum, to be paid to Winthrop only after the
Pequots had left Nameaug and returned as subjects to Uncas's jurisdiction.
Neither Winthrop, Uncas, nor the Pequots would have missed the point that
Uncas could have extracted the one-hundred-fathom fine from the Pequots
themselves (the very form of extortion the Pequots had just charged him with
repeatedly doing).As to Uncas's brother's harassment of the English servant on
Fishers Island, the commissioners ordered Nowequa to repair the broken canoe but simultaneously ordered Winthrop's man to return a gun he had taken
away from one of the Mohegans during the incident.49
Although Uncas received relative forbearance, the commissioners repeatedly acted to put Winthrop in his place. Not only did they flatly dismiss the
guardianship petition, but they rendered unfavorable decisions on several other
matters affecting Winthrop and his settlement. Someone, probably Winthrop
himself, reopened the question of which colony should have jurisdiction over
the Pequot plantation. Although Winthrop professed personal indifference regarding the outcome, he did note that some of the town's new settlers "should
be much disappointed if that plantation fall and be setled under any other ju48. Ibid., 97,100-101.
49. Ibid., 100-102.
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risdiction" than Massachusetts's. The commissioners, unmoved by the settlers'
desires, once again confirmed, and this time for good, "that the Jurisdiction of
that plantation doth and ought to belonge to Connecticut." On another land
matter, Winthrop sought confirmation of his claim to "a greate quantity of
land" between the new plantation and the fort at Saybrook that he purchased
from the Niantics before the Pequot War of 1637. Although Winthrop had no
document recording the sale and the sachem who had conducted the transaction was apparently dead, Winthrop presented affidavits from Indians and
the English interpreter Thomas Stanton verifying that Winthrop had indeed
made the purchase. Connecticut, the colony in which the lands in question
were located (just confirmed in its authority over Winthrop's new town), challenged the United Colonies'jurisdiction over the matter as well as Winthrop's
claim itself on several substantive grounds. Among their objections was that,
at the time Winthrop had supposedly made the purchase, he was in the employ of the English grandees who funded and founded the Saybrook plantation. "It seems somewhat uncomely (at least)," Connecticut's commissioners
noted, for Winthrop to have been buying land on his own behalf so close to
the plantation he was then starting as the agent of others. Even if Winthrop
had bought the land as he claimed, they implied, he had done so in a highly
unethical manner. 50
The commissioners found Connecticut's argument questioning the United
Colonies' jurisdiction persuasive and refused to decide the case, effectively
killing Winthrop's effort to validate his claim. They also issued an unsolicited
caution to Winthrop about a prospective title to land on Long Island he was
also rumored to be trying to purchase. Should he complete that purchase, the
commissioners cautioned, his deed "will be fownde weake," since several persons from Connecticut and New Haven colonies had already invested considerable sums of money to secure a patent there.51
Winthrop's 1647 appearance before the commissioners of the United Colonies was a resounding failure. On every matter in which Winthrop had an
interest, the opposing viewpoint carried the day. It is difficult to know how
issues like Winthrop's links to Robert Child or his ties to Massachusetts might
have influenced the harsh treatment he received. The backlash against Child's
remonstrance was then at its peak, andWinthrop's renewed effort to secure the
new plantation for the Bay Colony certainly would not have been appreciated
50. Ibid., 96, 97,103,104.
51. Ibid. On the competing claims to land on Long Island and how different claimant "communities of interest" attempted to counter them, see Siminoff, Crossing the Sound, 5—8, 91—96,
110-129,153.
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by Connecticut. It is clearer, however, that Winthrop's alliance with the Pequots—which he presented as the key to establishing regional stability—had
made him no friends.
Despite the commissioners' unequivocal demand that Winthrop return
Cassacinamon and the other Indians residing at Nameaug to the jurisdiction
and subjection of Uncas, Winthrop dragged his feet. He simply was not prepared, apparently under any conditions, to surrender authority over the Nameaug Pequots to Uncas.
Winthrop's recalcitrance led, more than a year later, to a crisis that would
ultimately resolve the Pequot issue. At the September 1648 meeting of the
United Colonies, the commissioners noted that, even though they had previously sent Edward Hopkins, one of the commissioners from Connecticut (as
well as its governor), to Winthrop's plantation to formally order in the presence of both Winthrop and the Indians that the Pequots return to Uncas's
subjection,"noe Conformety hath hithrto been yealdedTheareunto by them."
The commissioners therefore commanded Winthrop to follow through with
their order: if he didn't comply this time, they had authorized Uncas to come
and take the Pequots by force.
In case a Reedy atendance bee not forthwith yealded hereunto, Unquas shall have order, and Liberty by Constrainte to Inforce them; and
it is desiered that the Gorment of Conitacott wil pvide hee bee not
therein opposed by any English Nor the Peaquats or any of them habored or shiltered in any of their howses: whiles noe Just offence is
given by them by him or any of his.
A month later, after Winthrop still had not complied, John Mason, the English
military commander during the Pequot War and now Uncas's closest English
ally, showed up at Winthrop's plantation with the Mohegan sachem. Mason
presented Winthrop a letter stating his intentions:
SIR, whereas it is ordered by the Comissioners that Onkos shall have
libertie to fetch his Indians to theire former place who are now residing at Nameag in prosecution of which order he is now come with
Comission from the Comissioners of the United Colonies there being
severall Eng: [bjoth to witnes to the Carriag of the desigfn] and that
there be noe wronge done to the English of Nafmeag) the English of
Nameage are required by the Comissioners order that they doe not
Enterteyne any of Nameag Indians or there goodes unto their uses nor
any way hinder Onkos in the prosecucion of this service: thus much
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is desired that you should be made acquainted with as alsoe the rest of
your neighbours.52
After reading the order, Mason and armed English observers from Connecticut stood watch over an angry town of English settlers while a group of
Mohegan warriors roamed through the settlement dragging the town's Indian
settlers into captivity. Uncas, under Mason's watchful eye, took custody of at
least some, if not all, of the Pequots; thus, the commissioners' decree regarding
the Pequots was finally put into effect.
Forcing the Pequots into Uncas's custody was one thing, however; keeping them there, quite another. During the following months, an unknown but
substantial number of Pequots slipped away from Uncas's custody and made
their way back to Winthrop's plantation. By January, there were enough Pequots back in residence at Nameaug to bring Uncas's warriors and the United
Colonies representatives again, and this time they intended to make a lasting
impression. Probably between January 17 and January 29,1649 (based on internal dating in Winthrop's surviving correspondence), Uncas marched into
Nameaug to reclaim his recalcitrant tributaries and teach them a lesson as
well. He destroyed or stole their possessions, injured men and women, stripped
them naked, and carried away their food supplies, all in the middle of winter
and all under English supervision. The terrified English settlers watched in
astonishment as the armed English observers allowed the Mohegans to maraud the town. In an effort to stop the violence the town's constable tried to
intercede, but his efforts were ineffective. The violence proceeded unchecked.
The "Protest of the Inhabitants of New London against Uncas" (incorrectly
ascribed to 1647) describes what took place:
We the Inhabitants of Nameag do solemnely protest that the late inrode by Uncas and his Crue upon the Indians in this place in Robbing
all their wigwams and depriving them of their necessaries for their
very life in this very depth of winter as their coats shoes stockins corne
beanes hatchets whereby they should provide firing also their kettles
and breaking their pots they should boyle their meate in beside all
their traies dishes matts baggs sacks baskets they lye upon, and all their
wampam, wounding divers men and women, and stripping old, and
yong: as it was an unexpected disturbance to our families frighting and
amasing our wives, and children and diverting us from the necessary

52.Pulsifer, ed.,Acts of United Colonies, 1,111-112; John Mason to John Winthrop, Jr., October
1648, Winthrop Papers,V, 263.
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labour of our callings so it is still continually an unsupportable burthen to us, and the serious consideration therof doth give us just cause
to feare that we may be as suddainly deprived of all our necessaries
and our selves wives and children exposed to the bitterness of a winter flight without succor or shelter especially English appearing in so
inhuman an action to our astonishment And doe professe that we are
most barbarously injuriously and unchristianly dealth withal to have
such a people whose tents are yet amonst us, to be unneccessarily provoked and forced upon a condition of absolute despaire.53
Because the violent surprise raid had been authorized by the United Colonies commissioners, it provoked a strong backlash against both them and
Uncas. Many English considered it an act of excessive violence against both
the English and Indians. Roger Williams was appalled "that such a monstrous
Hurrie and Affrightmt should be offerd to an English Town either by Indians or English, unpunished." He had no doubt about where the blame for the
incident should be placed. "Sir," he wrote Winthrop, "heap Coales of Fire on
Cap. Masons head." Uncas's Indian enemies were also enraged, fearing similar
English-sanctioned attacks against them. They saw the raid as an opportunity
to gain support for taking revenge on the Mohegan sachem. Williams told
Winthrop that the Indians near him (the Narragansetts and Niantics) were
"ready to fall upon the Monhiggins at your word."54
Winthrop's father also believed the commissioners had gone too far. Writing from Boston on March 3,1649, he commiserated with his son over "Uncas his outrage (though I wish your Constable had forborne to meddle with
them)." He expressed hope that the outrageous assault would "give the Commissioners occasion to take some stricter Course with him [Uncas]." Surprisingly, though, while the Massachusetts governor agreed with his son that the
commissioners needed to rein in Uncas, he was not at all supportive of his
son's continuing to resist turning the Pequots over to Uncas's custody. At the
time, the elder Winthrop was extremely ill and approaching death. That, despite the gravity of his illness, he was agonizing over affairs at his son's new
settlement is seen in the deathbed request he made eleven days later. No longer well enough to write and conscious that his demise was near, he had his
son Adam write his brother John to inform him that his father "wold requst
53. Protest of the Inhabitants of New London against Uncas, ca.January 1649, Winthrop Papers,
V, 124.
54. Roger Williams to John Winthrop, Jr., Jan. 29, 1649, in LaFantasie, ed., Correspondence of
Roger Williams, I, 269; Roger Williams to John Winthrop, Jr., Jan. 29, 1649, Winthrop Papers, V,
308-309.
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you as if it wear his last requst, that you wold strive no more about the pequod Indians but leave theme to the commissioners order." Twelve days later
Winthrop, Senior, was dead.55
The tone of the elder Winthrop's final request—one senses that Pequot
custody had been a recurring subject of debate between the two men—coupled with his earlier criticism of his son's New London project during its formative stages ("Study well my son, the saying of the Apostle, Knowledge puffeth
up"} raises questions about both the nature of the relationship between the
two Winthrops, father and firstborn son, and the father's support of his son's
alchemical errand into the wilderness.
Accurate assessment of this familial relationship is complicated owing to the
Winthrop family's centrality to the history of early New England. The elder
Winthrop's character has often been depicted in a way that makes it an exemplar of whatever the historian believes characterizes "colonial life in general
and Puritanism in particular." As Francis Bremer further notes, we have the
harsh and intolerant Winthrop, the tolerant and humane Winthrop, Winthrop
the peacemaker, Winthrop the misogynist, Winthrop the loving husband,
Winthrop the Indian hater, and so on. In a similar manner, his son and namesake has often been treated as a foil to his father, a less capable set piece figure
demonstrating the perils and reality of Puritan declension. Thus young Winthrop was "totally unlike his father," and the two men "were not genuinely
compatible; their respective viewpoints lay an interplanetary distance apart."
Such depictions, however, do justice to neither man, nor are they attuned to
the more complex and nuanced relationship between them.56
A good place to begin when seeking to assess the actual interpersonal dynamic between Winthrop father and son is to examine different styles of child
rearing. Philip Greven posits three characteristic "temperaments" shaping colonial-era child rearing: a repressive evangelical style that emphasized breaking the child's will and enforcing obedience to parental authority, a moderate
approach focused on bending a child's will to voluntarily act in dutiful ways
through the loving exercise of authority, and a genteel, indulgent approach
that encouraged willfulness and individualism. According to Greven, the Winthrop family provides an archetypical example of moderate child rearing.57
55 John Winthrop to John Winthrop,Jr.,Mar. 3,1649, Winthrop Papers, V, 311, Adam Winthrop
to John Winthrop, Jr., Mar. 14,1649, V, 319.
56. Francis Bremer,Jofc« Winthrop-.America's Forgotten Founding Father (New York, 2003),xv—xvi;
Richard S. Dunn, Puritans andYankees:The Winthrop Dynasty of New England, 1630—1717 (Princeton, N.J., 1962), 63; Robert C. Black III, The Younger John Winthrop (New York, 1966), 133.
57. Philip Greven, Tke Protestant Temperament: Patterns of Child-Rearing, Religious Experience, and
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As a child in a moderate household, young Winthrop would be taught
through affectionate means that fulfilling one's duty to parents and other family members was a crucial personal responsibility. Nurturing children to be
remarkably obedient and to have great affection for their parents was vital in
moderate families. Nevertheless, such behaviors could never be imposed by
parental fiat or enforced against the child's will. In moderate families, parental
authority and power were limited; obedience was achieved through reasoning
and parental example. Children were always encouraged to recognize their
obligations voluntarily and perform them out of love and domestic affection.
It was understood, however, that the choice whether to do so was always subject to their free will. The obligations to be dutiful were reinforced among
the godly by the fifth of the Ten Commandments in Exodus. "Honour thy father and thy mother, that thy days may be long on the land the Lord thy God
giveth thee" (Exodus 20:12). The filial call to duty was further reinforced by
the model of Christ's obedience to the will of the Heavenly Father. A crucial
element of that obedience was its voluntary quality.
Attention to duty was an essential attitude for children to bring to a whole
range of family interactions. John Winthrop, Jr., like other children in moderate households with extended kinship connections, was raised to see himself
as a member of a large and important family network in which every member down to the most distant relative had a particular status relation with, duties toward, and obligations he or she could expect from the others. "Duty,"
Greven notes, "symbolized the maintenance of position and place within the
familial order, by asserting both the obligations of obedience and the limitations upon the exercise of authority and power."58
The voluminous Winthrop family correspondence confirms that ties of
love and duty provided the lifelong foundation of the relationship between
John Winthrop, Jr., and Sr. From his early years as a student at Trinity College
in Dublin, the letters between father and son are inscribed with signs of affection (from both men), recognition of duty (on the part of the younger), and
appreciation for duty fulfilled (from the elder). Young Winthrop voluntarily
made large sacrifices on his parents' behalf, as when he relinquished his entailed interest in the family estate at Groton, England, to help fund his father's
emigration to Massachusetts and to furnish a settlement for his stepmother.
His father remembered this act with deep appreciation throughout his life.

the Self in Early America (Chicago, 1988), 161-162,178-179. On paternal interactions with children
in early New England, see Lisa Wilson, Ye Heart of a Man:The Domestic Life of Men in Colonial New
England (New Haven, Conn., 1999), 115-139.
58. Greven, ProtestantTemperament, 179.
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(Brerner notes that he received the strongest expression of parental love the
elder Winthrop ever recorded.)59
Far from being men whose worldviews lay "interplanetary distances apart,"
the two John Winthrops were remarkably similar in their fundamental goals
and principles. Both worked toward the creation of a radically better world,
pursuing that goal with zeal without being zealots. Both approached their relations with others with toleration and forbearance, recognizing that people of
differing opinions could seek similar goals. Where the two men differed and
where those differences produced tensions were in their respective views of
how world improvement was best achieved and where the limits of toleration
should rest.
The radically better world sought by the elder Winthrop was first and foremost a product of Puritan piety and would be realized through the creation
of a godly society whose members were intensely and harmoniously focused
on acting in accordance with God's will. For the younger Winthrop, the radically better world was simultaneously a product of piety and godly scientific
improvement, where new knowledge gained through prayerful research would
produce world improvement and hasten the return of Christ. The pursuit of
knowledge that the son believed was essential was in his father's eyes, despite
its foundations in godly science, a potential distraction from the main goal of
godliness, as seen in his early expression of serious concern about the New
London project. Yet, in the end, this was a difference over approaches, not
goals, and young Winthrop ultimately seems to have pursued the project with
his father's support, and certainly without his active resistance.
A more significant source of conflict between the two men arose over their
views of the appropriate limits of tolerance. In matters of religion, political
authority, and even the prosecution of witchcraft, the elder Winthrop's toleration for deviance was significantly more restricted his son's. The elder Winthrop was quick to take umbrage at anything that he felt posed a threat to the
leadership of the Bay Colony. Although his customary response to those who
strongly differed with him over religious or political matters was to patiently
work to bring them within the fold, once he became convinced that an opponent was not just differing in opinion but challenging the authority of the
government, he could be harshly repressive, as his ultimate treatment of the
Hutchinsonians demonstrates. His son, while ultimately sharing his father's belief that dissent should not be allowed to threaten the state, had a much higher
tolerance for diversity of opinion. It is likely that the younger Winthrop's
Neoplatonic perspective on religion led him to oppose the crackdown on
59. Ibid., 180-181; Bremer Jofcn Winthrop, 319.
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Anne Hutchinson and her followers during the free grace controversy of the
1630s. But, rather than publicly speaking out against the prosecution in which
his father participated, he remained silent, simply absenting himself from the
trial. He pursued the same strategy in the case of his alchemical partner, Robert Child. While young John undoubtedly favored the more open polity and
church admission principles advocated by Child, he once again absented himself from Child's trial. Although his abstention did not protect him or his new
plantation from the fallout of suspicion and scrutiny that followed, it did keep
him from publicly challenging his father, which would have been a clear violation of his filial duty under the fifth commandment.
The efforts the younger Winthrop made to be respectful of his father even
when he opposed his positions and the father's willingness to support his son's
New London project even while having reservations about it suggest the
measure of the affection and sense of duty that undergirded the relationship
between father and son. The same mutual respect helps us interpret the dying father's last request to his son concerning the custody of the Pequots. For
the elder Winthrop, his son's continued failure to yield to the decision of the
United Colonies commissioners represented the same kind of challenge to authority that he had always opposed and acted vigorously to end. Continuing
to harbor the Pequots in direct contravention of the commissioners' directives
was not just ill advised; it was a completely unacceptable action that could no
longer be justified. Yet, just as the son was not willing to publicly speak out
against his father in the Hutchinson and Child matters, the elder Winthrop
was not willing to publicly oppose his son. Despite what were clearly his extremely strong feelings about what young John should do, he, as he had always
done, asked his son for obedience while leaving the decision of what to do up
to him.
In the end, young John only half complied with his father's request, but
in so doing a way was established whereby the competition between him
and Uncas over the Pequots would draw to an end. Winthrop petitioned the
commissioners in July 1649 to set aside a place for the Pequots apart from his
English town where they would not be under complete subjection to the Mohegans or Narragansetts or any other group that could make them "afraid to
comply cordially and solely with the English eyther in discovery of any [trecherous plotts, and so forth] ... or affording their labours and helpe for hire, or
principally in attending to any dispensations of such light of the glorious Gospell, which it may please the Lord in his good time to send amongst them."60
60.John Winthropjr., to the Commissioners of the United Colonies,July 1649, Winthrop Papers^, 354.
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The commissioners, while still protesting against the "Pequots Resolute
withdrawing from their subjection to Uncas," concluded that finding some
place "by the Concent of Conectacot" where the Pequots could settle and
plant independently of Uncas was a good idea. In a companion decision that
suggests their new attitude might have been a response to the negative feedback produced by the previous winter's raid, they also stipulated that, once the
Pequots had settled in the new location and owned Uncas as their sachem,
"the things taken from them last winter are to bee restored." Neither Winthrop nor Uncas had got all of what he wanted, but as a result ofWinthrop's
unyielding intransigence the Pequots would henceforward remain together as
a discrete group, and Uncas, despite the commissioners' orders, would never
achieve full subjection of them again. Four years later, Winthrop was able to
help the Pequots secure full release from their obligations to the Mohegan sachem.61
Winthrop's struggle with the commissioners over who should control the
Pequots was at the heart a conflict about how English and Indian relations
should be conducted. Most of the English, and certainly the majority of the
commissioners, wanted clear-cut divisions in Indian relations. They wanted
to reward allies and punish enemies. They were not easily prepared to accept
either dynamism or ambiguity in their relations with people of other cultures.
The Pequots had once been enemies, and they must always be enemies. In
similar form, Uncas as a tested and loyal ally deserved preeminence among
other Indian groups. Winthrop saw Indian and English relationships as much
more fluid and dynamic. He had sought to develop stable relationships with
the Indians within his alchemical plantation, and he was willing to accept
both dynamism and ambiguity in the quest for meaningful communication.
His steadfast commitment to the Pequot group, especially in the face of such
clear English resistance to the relationship, is harder to understand. Perhaps he
considered the Pequots essential parts of the alchemical development scheme,
as a potential labor force on the one hand, and as a test case for pansophic
conversion on the other. Perhaps it was a matter of loyalty to Cassacinamon
and a commitment made before the plantation scheme had begun. Perhaps it
was, as Winthrop himself said, simply a result of his conviction that he needed
an Indian group close by who could not be intimidated into silence by other
Indian groups, as an intelligence source. Perhaps also it was fear of the power
that might accrue to Uncas if he were to obtain full authority over all Indians
in the Pequot lands.
61. Pulsifer, ed.,Acts of United Colonies, I, 146;"Order for Resettling the Pequots, with Enlosure," Oct. 23,1654, Winthrop Papers,Vl, 465-466.
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In many respects, Uncas was the person most in control of affairs in the Pequot region throughout Winthrop's early years of settlement. He understood
the threat Winthrop represented to his personal authority, and he could read in
remarkable ways the politics ofWinthrop's relations with the commissioners.
Until the midwinter assault on the Indians at Nameaug, Uncas had masterfully
conducted a policy of intimidation of the new plantation in a way that actually garnered English support among the commissioners. Although Winthrop
had considered most of the challenges his new alchemical plantation might
present, having to contend with a masterful native politician who could effectively conduct aggressive Indian foreign policy within the framework of
English cultural expectations and boundaries had probably not been one of
them. Though, in the end, Winthrop was able to keep Uncas from enforcing
subjugation of the Pequots and undermining his new plantation, his effort was
costly. The various resistance measures implemented by Uncas, coupled with
unanticipated problems encountered with the project start-up, forced a fairly
rapid reassessment of the New London project and its potential. The result
was an endeavor with more limited expectations but informed by a continuing vision of creating a godly center for science at a New London in a New
England.
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